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EFR (tax-shifting programme) in EC policies

‘On the revenue side, it is important to ensure an efficient and 

growth-friendly tax system. Employment and growth can be 

stimulated by shifting the tax burden away from labour towards 

other types of taxes which are less detrimental to growth, such 

as recurrent property, environment and consumption taxes, 

taking into account the potential distributional impact of such a 

shift. 

Source: European Commission (EC), 2015, Annual Growth Survey. COM(2014)902final, Brussels



Trends in tax revenue (labour and environment), 
GDP and employment (EU-28, Germany, Italy)

Source: author’s own compilation based on 

Eurostat (constant 2005 prices – GDP 

deflator)
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Environmental tax revenues – IT, DE, UK, EU28
(% of GDP)

Source: Eurostat – 11/2015
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Sectoral GHG emission changes – EU level

Source: EEA, 2014



GHG emissions projections / objectives up tp 2050

EC reference 2013 scenario: with 
existing policies 32% reduction in 
2030 and 44% reduction in 2050 
Source: EC, 2013

EU goal: reduction in GHG 
reduction by at least 80 % 
compared to the 1990 level in 
2050 Source: EC, 2011

2030 – at least 40% cuts in GHG



Policy target – transport fuels EU 

EC Transport White Paper: reduction of transport emissions of 60% 

(1990 level) by 2050  aiming for a 70% reduction of transport oil 

consumption from 2008 levels by 2050 (EEA, 2014)

 Implication: reduction in tax base (petrol and diesel) - reduction of 2.8% p.a. 

 Keeping transport oil tax revenues constant would require annual average 

increase by more than 4% (in real terms) assuming GDP increase of about 78% 

(2010-2050; EC, 2014)

 Increase in numbers of electric vehicles has also fiscal implications (tax 

revenue reduction)

Denmark: goal for 2050 is that all energy consumption, including the 
transport sector, will be based on renewable (Danish Climate Policy Plan, 2013)



Ageing Population Source: EC, 2015, Ageing Report 

Germany – shrinking population (-8%) and increase in elderly population 

from 21% (2013) to 32% (2050)
• projection of a reduction of labour force by 21% and increase in GDP by 43% 

• keeping the share of labour tax revenue (22.1 % of GDP; 2012) constant 

would require an increase per employee of 1.6% p.a. – 2000-2012: 

reduction of -0.1% p.a.

Italy – increasing population (11%) and increase in elderly population 

from 21% (2013) to 30% (2050) 
• projection of a stable labour force and GDP increase 59%

• keeping the share of labour tax revenue (22.5 % of GDP; 2012) constant 

would require an increase per employee by 1.3% p.a. – 2000-2012: increase 

0.5% p.a.

EU: old-age dependency ratio (people aged 65 or above as % of those aged 15-64) is 

projected to increase from 28% to 50% in the EU, in Germany from 32% to 57% and in 

the Italy from 33% to 53%



Ageing population

The age structure will have major implications as Europe is ‘turning 

increasingly grey’ (EC, 2015) and the budgetary implications as public 

age-related expenditure (pension, health care, long-term care and 

education) are projected to increase by about 2 pp of GDP (EU level)

Expenditure patterns will differ changes because of demographic 

changes – reduction in VAT revenues

Benefit ratio, i.e. pension in relation to average wages. This ratio has 

already fallen during past years: the net pension level amounted to 

57% of income in 1985 in Germany and is projected to fall from 44.3% 

in 2013 to 37.3% in 2050



Fiscal/tax system in the future

A tax base should reflect an economy’s capacity to fund 

public expenditures, meaning that as the economy 

grows, the tax base should grow with it. Otherwise, it will 

be necessary to raise tax rates and, in doing so, worsen 

economic distortions.

Source: Auerbach A.J., 2010, California’s Future Tax System, The California Journal of Politics & Policy, Vol 2:3, pp1-20



Reflections

Task: to establish a resilient tax / fiscal system for the future 

• the challenge is to combine economic, environmental and social 

policies – offset rather complex policies and country specific 

conditions in EU Member States 

• environmental / energy taxation including EU ETS - stable 

revenues (?) considering climate and energy policies, i.e. 

reduction targets

• ageing population 

• income /wealth inequality increase

EFR / tax-shifting programme: a policy tool for the short- and 

medium term but can it deliver in the longer-term?
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